To Whom It May Concern
Be Concerned
2001.07.23
Hi,

I have NO doubt that within 5 years we will be forced by the arrogant hubris of our Politicians, who represent less than 1 in 4 of the electorate, and their apparatchiks and they will be found swinging in the breeze from a lamp post near you.

If that is the only way they will permit us to repatriate our democracy, re-instate our independent national sovereignty, re-establish Justice over Law, repair our rights and freedoms, rebuild our fisheries, farms, steel industry etc. then so be it.

The sooner the war starts the sooner it will be over; the sooner the war starts the less blood will be let; the sooner the war starts the less damage will be done; the sooner the war starts the less protestors will be shot by the EU & NWO’s forces of evil, as in Gottenburgh & Genoa.

The EU is outdated, out moded and out of step with the aspirations of the peoples – it is dead, finished and over - yet in their hubris the politicians and their apparatchiks will spend more and more of our money and damage more and more of that which we value, to try to revive it for their own greed and ambitions.

IF the Treaty of Nice is ratified I promise you the end of Monarchy and the start of anarchy, we must do ALL we can to avoid this, IF the EU does not commence dismantling war is an absolute certainty. It is just a matter of time.

Already our self styled leaders have to plot behind steel walls and massively armed & armoured body guards, having moved so far away from the aspirations of their peoples. Tiny Blur ‘CLAIMS’ to be democratically elected – who by? Less than 1 in 4 of the electorate with an election between Labour [Lib.Dem alliance] & Tory – both espousing the same strategy, justs different tactics. Tiny Blur has NO moral mandate to destroy our Country.

The sooner the war starts the sooner we can rebuild a society we are proud of – not the society which turns our army and our police on innocent citizens, intimidating farmers and rural dwellers and manfully slaughtering lambs and piglets.

The EU is a society to be ashamed of.

It is every citizens duty to do all they can to dismantle the EU by all democratic means possible, not just in Britain but around the world, to fail in that duty is to fail to avoid the war, which is otherwise inevitable.
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